SIRIUS MANIFESTO v.0.1

We are establishing a Sirius community for earning our social and economic freedom and
our ideals. Because of Existing system does not support people’s social and economic
expectations.
We will create our community altogether. If you have a community-based project, the
community will support your dreams and encourage your ideas and we will build up our
bright future together.
Economically, we will create our finance for our dreams by converting the Sirius Token to
economic value. We will support community-minded projects in community by using our
financial power.
The cryptocurrency was created in a way where there is no need for a central authority but
Capital Owners are manipulating this area using their social and economic potentials for
making a pile. They betray the founding Principles of Cryptocurrency. And we are always
against the imposed monetary system.
The principles goals of Sirius Community and token support the charity and non-profit
organizations socially and financially. Also when community projects have been carried out,
we will support the community-based project, and allocate some percentages of our profit.
Thus we aim to encourage the continuation of the project and community.
The community was designed into two groups Sirius A and Sirius B. Sirius A is governing
body, Sirius B is an open platform for everybody.
We are not creating only a token here, at the same time was targeting building a quality
community.
Sirius is often colloquially called “Dog Star “as the brightest star of Canis Major was
classically depicted as Orion’s dog. The Ancient Peoples also believed that Sirius, as such as a
prominent star, could have a strong influence on the world. The star that shines brightest to
us here, certainty seems to hold special symbolic importance to mankind. It represents the
highest aspiration to truth and service to others, in short, the best we can. Sirius is not only
the brightest star in its constellation, but it is also the brightest in the whole of the night sky.
That’s the background why we choose Sirius.
Sirius is a non-profit organization and it is founding manifesto.

